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2003
SUBflex was established and began its collaboration with Technion (Israel 
Institute of Technology) to create the first netcage system

2004-2006
Pilot project launched raising Gilthead Sea Bream 2 km offshore in the 
Mediterranean Sea. Withstood 8 m waves successfully

2006
1st commercial netcage system
11 km offshore Israel's Southern Coast
60 m depth

2006-2008
 Built 2 more commercial systems. Operating 3 offshore fish farms in total

2009
Upgraded our cutting-edge technology creating the largest offshore netcage 
systems in the world. Production capacity: 1000 tons / year single array 
growing Sea Bass and Sea Bream. 
Defiant to 11.7 m waves.

2010
GiliOcean Technology (which includes SUBflex)  was established as a major 
distributor of innovative netcage systems

2010-2012
Received official backing and support from the 
Israeli Ministry of Economy and were involved 
in a joint venture with Hi-Center of Haifa

2015
Officially selected as an SME instrument by the EU Commission, GiliOcean
received funding for additional R&D under Horizon 2020, the largest to date EU 
Research & Development Program for "World Class Science" 

2017
OPEN SEA AQUACULTURE LTD
(A Joint venture of GiliOcean technology and a local partner), 
set sale to its biggest farm yet, with 1700 tons / year production capacity. 
Location: 15 Km offshore Ashdod's Port (Israel).
Species: Sea Bream

A look to the future:
Replication of JV model in additional countries around the world 
and the introduction of new advanced products from 
GiliOcean R&D Division.

GiliOcean Technology / SUBflex Timeline



Company Profile

GiliOcean Technology is a Hi-Tech company specializing in 
innovative sustainable fish farming. Using its SUBflex designed 
net cage system, the company has operated the world’s largest 
offshore fish farm in open ocean production. Established 
in 2010 based on the foundation of SUBflex from 2004, 
GiliOcean Technology is a frontrunner in third generation 
marine aquaculture know-how and the solution to the 
challenges that traditional fish farms face today. By 
designing, manufacturing and commercializing 
the next generation in offshore Mariculture 
cage system technology - Submersible 
Single Point Mooring NetCage Systems 
that enables safe and efficient cultivation of 
marine species, in pristine open ocean waters 
and optimal natural conditions. 
 
HORIZON 2020 – EU COMMISSION

Officially selected as a promising technology by 
the EU Commission, GiliOcean received funding 
for additional R&D under Horizon 2020, the largest 
to date EU Research & Development Program for 

“world class science”.

A-Z Turn-Key projects

GiliOcean aims to develop and manage, open ocean 
fish farming projects around the world, using its unique 
products, technology & know how. 

Precision Farming 

GiliOcean’s smart farming products contribute to the promotion 
of commercial aquaculture from the traditional experience-
based to a knowledge-based production regime, improving 
animal health and welfare while increasing the productivity, yield 
and environmental sustainability.
GiliOcean can deploy these hi-tech technologies (e.g. machine-
learning algorithms and big-data analytics), using platforms 
such as cameras and sensors, to analyze the water quality as 
well as fish biomass, mortality and behavior. Thus, providing 
crucial information for farmers, who can then make precise, 
data-based decisions, enabling better management tools, 
livestock monitoring and precision aquaculture.

SUBflex

GiliOcean’s main product is a system of cages connected to 
each other and to the seabed by a single anchor, Enabling the 
single array to rotate around itself 360 degrees. This allows 
the system to “go with the flow” adjusting to currents rather 

farming 
fish 
in their 
natural 
habitat

then resisting them, thus increasing the system’s life span 
and durability. In addition By using the SPM design, there is a 
constant movement of the structure, minimizing the impact on 
the seabed and the natural marine habitat by dispersing the 
organic matter, unconsumed fish feed and fecal matter, in a 
1000m radius. 
SUBflex has the ability to submerge, as deep as necessary, in 
merely 9 minutes! This solves the biggest challenge of offshore 
fish farming; harsh weather conditions. When the waves 
subside, and the sea is calm, the system can float back up to the 
surface quickly and easily, retaining conventional floating-cage 
characteristics and providing ideal cultivation and maintenance 
conditions.
The entire SUBflex system is made out of non-dissolvable and 
metal free materials, making it low maintenance and more 
durable even in the harshest weather conditions. In addition, 
by arranging the entire operation in a single array, the system 
becomes more cost effective, reducing the time and manpower 
needed to perform integral tasks. Every SUBflex netcage 
system is tailor made to suit the potential location, taking the 
sea conditions and market demand into account in order to 
reach optimal success. The system can be designed to cultivate 
almost any fish and location!

Other Products & Services 

As part of GiliOcean’s A-Z solution, the company constantly 
promotes and develops products & services for Aquaculture 
in order to simplify and make the “going out to sea procedure” 
more efficient and sustainable.  Products and Services such as:
Preliminary Feasibility study: Done prior to any project, In 
the feasibility study, all aspects of the project are taken into 
consideration and are being  checked. From the seabed condition 
to wave Hight, water quality and even market prospects. 
Marine Vessels: Based on the company's vast operational 
experience, designated multi-task Marin vessels were designed, 
addressing all purposes of open ocean farming (e.g. feeding, 
harvesting, maintenance, service, security etc.). The advanced 
exclusive vessels will be available for clients as an integral part 
of the Company's future projects.


